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Quick History 

 Source Engine first ported to GL during our Mac effort 

 Steam team spearheaded the early Linux port 

 Reasons for porting to Linux: 

 To gain hands-on experience about the problem domain 

 To make an investment into a open, stable platform 

 A “get out of jail free card” for our industry, if we need it 

 We began with Left 4 Dead 2 and Team Fortress 2 

 After an extremely focused, collaborative effort most of 

our titles run 10-20% faster in GL vs. D3D 

 Linux timedemos are up to 10-15% faster vs. Windows 



Why OpenGL? 

 API unification: Linux, OSX, and Windows 

 A single investment works across multiple OS’s 

 Porting path to mobile 

 GL exposes features by hardware capability, not OS 

 Particularly significant to customers in China with WinXP 

 Empowering: Devs can now think more about GPU 

capabilities, less about API constraints 

 A public standard permits and encourages collaboration 

 Game + Driver Devs can be together in same room 

 OpenGL is not standing still 

 Hardware vendors have been amazingly open to feedback 







Path from Here 

 Invest and expand our GL related efforts: 

 We have a full team now focusing primarily on GL 

 GL debugging/profiling tools: 

 We’ve been giving hardware vendors real-world feedback 

on their GL tools. Tools have made huge progress since last 

year. 

 We’re enhancing apitrace’s workflow on large scale GL 

apps. First key goals: 

 Fast “trim” of large traces 

 Single frame, on demand trace capturing 

 Replay with looping to debug traces in Nsight or GPS2 

  

 



Resources/Links 

 For more technical information: 

 Wednesday: “Behind the Scenes: Optimizing Far Cry 3, Left 4 

Dead 2 and Assassins Creed using AMD's GPU PerfStudio2 

(AMD)”, Room 301, South Hall, 9:30am  

 Thursday: “Porting Source to Linux: Valve's Lessons Learned 

(NVIDIA)”, Room 2002, West Hall, 1pm 

 Steam for Linux: 

 http://store.steampowered.com/browse/linux/ 

 apitrace 

 https://github.com/apitrace/apitrace 

 

http://store.steampowered.com/browse/linux/
https://github.com/apitrace/apitrace








Batch Timing Legend 

 

 Total time spent calling OpenGL  
 Total time spent calling DrawIndexedPrimitive 

 Overall time spent processing the batch (includes all 

DrawIndexedPrimitive+OpenGL time) 

Batch Tracing – Time Visualization 


